Executive Summary
Premier Imaging Solutions, Inc. (PISI), mission is to assist hospitals, clinics and physician practice
groups in the acquisition and financing of medical equipment and or facilities. Our company’s founder, Shirley
Serena has over 25 years experience within the health care industry. While her entry to health care was clinical
based, Mrs. Serena has since co-founded and jointly owned two very successful health care equipment leasing
and manufacturing/construction companies. Simultaneously, she served as President of Cardiac Services, Inc.
that under her leadership grew to the largest mobile cath/vascular lab company in North America.
Now, as President and owner of PISI, Mrs. Serena has gathered a talented team of proven
professionals and industry partners to provide true turn key solutions to your company’s medical equipment
needs. Whether those requirements are to successfully develop diagnostic centers or implement medical
equipment leases or purchases, PISI will amaze you with the options we can offer. From our finance company
to our design/build partners, PISI targeted solutions teams, can assist in your medical ventures.
As you are aware in today’s competitive managed care environment, capital budgets have decreased,
but the constant pressure to remain on the cutting edge of medical technology persists. Premier Imaging
Solutions and its related companies have National Account Status with General Electric, Philips, and Siemens
Medical for value purchasing and competitive pricing on x-ray and diagnostic imaging equipment to assist you
in staying current in the diagnostic technology race.
You see, PISI is not just another equipment “vendor” - we are your solution partner. Our job is to
design a pathway of success for you, our client.

PISI is committed in building successful, long-term

relationships with customers that require the latest in diagnostic imaging and X-ray technologies at a “value”
price. Our list of satisfied customers is testament to our demonstration of success.
We invite you, to allow us, the opportunity to show you our capabilities.
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